
Letters & Notes
(THE EDITOR:)

Dear Michael,

Your article on Acting (T53) begins
with a misleading premise. To say,
"Acting means to feign, to simulate, to
represent, to impersonate," is to miss
the most obvious, important meaning,
the one which, in fact, harmonizes all
the elements which you chose to sep-
arate in your diagrammatic discussion:
acting is doing. This is as true for the
task-oriented Happening actor (or the
contemporary nontheatre people, such
as John Perreault, making theatre
pieces influenced by the Happenings
of several years ago) as it is for the
characterization-oriented play actor,
and for all the gradations in between,
including the modern group actors
who are involved in investigating cer-
tain aspects of their inner selves
through theatre.

This definition is important be-
cause it brings us to the very essence
of the theatrical experience, as obvious
to Aristotle as to Stanislavski: theatre
is action (internal action as well as
external). And the actor is the one who
does. The acts which he performs, he
does as a surrogate for all men. We go
to a theatre event to see human beings
making choices of actions and perform-
ing those actions. In this way is theatre
exemplary for us all. In this way is it the
most graphically existential medium.

From this principle, it follows that
theatre events in which performers are
not involved in choice and the perfor-
mance of actions (I am not talking
about activities, which have a function
in the theatre only as external mani-
festations of choice and intention) can-
not be considered theatre. And this is
what we American "method"-trained
people mean by "indication," rather
than the curiously off-the-mark ex-
planation in your article: an action to
which you are not really committed,

an action not really performed, but
merely sketched in, as if to show how
it would be performed if one were to
bother to commit oneself or had the
technique or sense of truth to really
do it. (Obviously, this does not mean
that the actor playing Othello really
has to kill his Desdemona. It does mean
that he has to search out where murder
exists in his own heart, and work from
there.) Uncommitted pseudo-action
activity with neither commitment nor
intention, is not theatre, by this defini-
tion.

To commit oneself to a course of
action means to involve oneself, to in -
vest something of oneself in that
course of action. Now, a series of activi-
ties can be performed without costing
you anything except a little time and
energy. In that case, the performer's
only commitment is to the continuity
of his actions, like the squirrel on the
treadmill. It is precisely here that the-
atre people part from Happenings
people, for nothing could interest
theatre people less than mere activities
devoid of that investment.

American "method"-trained peo-
ple have oversimplified this element
of involvement to mean the degree to
which the actor gets emotionally
worked up during his performance.
But obviously a "coo l " actor, such as
Brecht's rational, critical actor, is not
any the less involved. Perhaps engage,
with its Sartrian overtones, would be a
more useful word.

A most useful discussion, there-
fore, would focus on a subject which
"objective" academics seem to prefer
to avoid: commitment in theatre. This
would be more than a political discus-
sion, as I've tried to suggest. For ex-
ample, is it enough to perform an ac-
tivity because Claes asked me to, or
because it symbolizes growth (or decay
or whatever)? Can't we expect more
of a performer than that? Even putting
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aside questions of technique, #does the
performer invest any part of himself
in these tasks besides some degree of
concentration? In what way does the
activity fulfill him, free him, enrich him,
redeem him, renew him as a person,
as the more complex actions of the
theatre actor can do?

Peter L. Feldman,
former Co-Director of

TheOpen Theatre.

MICHAEL KIRBY replies:

Peter Feldman's views are impor-
tant not because they are correct but
because they give us some insight into
the goals of this theatre practitioner. If
they do not tell us about all theatre,
they do help us to understand his the-
atre.

Yes, acting is doing. But writing
and many other things are doing, too.
I am "doing" right now, yet I am not
"acting" in the sense of that word that
we are trying to define. Thus it is point-
less to equate acting and doing, as
Feldman does in his first paragraph.
The concept of doing "harmonizes"
not merely the acting/not-acting con-
tinuum but all of life. It is simplistic and
does not distinguish actors from any-
one else.

Yes, Aristotle and Stanislavski both
used words that have been translated
into English as "action." Yet from the
context of their writing, it is clear that
each was using the word in a different
way. Basically, Aristotle was referring to
the "action" represented by the play
as a whole, while Stanislavski was con-
cerned with the "actions," both physi-
cal and mental, of the individual ac-
tors. Again, it would be easy to find
many examples of action ih life as well
as in theatre. To say "theatre is action"
is as useful as saying "life is action."

Nor can "choice" be an acceptable
objective criterion for theatre. Most
rehearsals, it seems to me, are designed

to eliminate choice during perfor-
mance. Of course, we see the results
of the choices made in rehearsal, but
we do not see the moment at which
the choice is made nor do we know
who has made it. In many plays, as in
other types of presentation, a director
(or choreographer or creator) has
made the choices rather than the per-
former. Pure chance is the only method
I know that eliminates choice at the
"directorial" level, but choices must
still be made in selecting the chance
techniques and the materials to be
employed in the presentation. Thus,
although choice is necessary at some
point in every performance, there
seems to be no reason, other than
personal taste, for making choice dur-
ing a performance a defining necessity
of theatre.

And even though Feldman's taste
is for this type of performance, he can
not use this argument against Happen-
ings as a genre. It is well known that
the Happenings to which he seems so
opposed tended in most cases to maxi-
mize rather than minimize choice dur-
ing a performance—thus giving them
an unfounded reputation for being
improvised—and this has had a signifi-
cant influence on other forms of the-
atre.

Yes, "indication" means "merely
sketched in . " In my "curiously off-the-
mark explanation," I described it as
"an element of acting that exists in
relative isolation and is not totally in -
tegrated." I don't sense any disagree-
ment. When Feldman ascribes indica-
tion to a lack of technique, he is merely
saying, as I did, that indication is a sim-
ple rather than a complex form of act-
ing. Even the phrase "sense of t ruth"
implies acting as I have defined it:
One who is not pretending (a non-
actor) does not need a sense of truth.
He is true.

Where we do not agree is in our
willingness to make value judgments
—or to write about them. I say that in -
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